
Please see our SATs Results for 2018-19 

We are really proud of everything our pupils achieved – particularly persevering to reach the new, higher standard 

expected. Below are ways that you can compare our performance with National performance of all schools: 

Attainment 

The graph below demonstrates Nationally, what percentage of pupils achieved the Expected Standard across the 

country. Below it, is the school’s attainment. To meet Attainment Floor Standards, school had to surpass 65% in each 

subject. This means we met ‘Floor’ in each subject area, falling just below for combined achievement. 

 

2019 KS2 % at the Standard 

School Name Re Wr GPS Ma RWM 

National  73% 78% 78% 79% 65% 

Castleford Park Junior Academy 85% 91% 88% 88% 81% 

 +12% +13% +10% +9% +16% 

 

2019 KS2 % at the Higher Standard 

School Name Re Wr GPS Ma RWM 

National  27% 20% 36% 27% 11% 

Castleford Park Junior Academy 24% 31% 39% 22% 11% 

 

National Data 

 

Average scaled score at 
Castleford Park Junior 

Academy 

Reading – 106 GP&S- 108 Maths – 106 



Schools are also measured on their progress over time…. 

The diagram below demonstrates how our pupils achieve over time compared to the National Average. 
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Progress over time can vary due to the cohort’s starting point when they enter school. Sometimes, a small number of pupils who 

have developed barriers to learning that were not present at Key Stage One can perform less well than they did at that point – 

meaning that they have a negative progress score.  Several children in the 2016-17 cohort had significantly negative progress 

scores as a result of this, which meant the average progress score for the whole cohort was lower. This was in contrast to the 

cohort of 2015-16. 

We continue to work hard on improving ‘progress over time’ through further improving teaching quality and building even more 

effective transition with our Infant Schools to make sure that we know as much as possible about the children coming to us to 

give them a flying start at Junior School. 

Our progress scores for 2017-18 have improved even further: 

 

In 2018-19, we have improved our progress scores even more to the highest they have ever been! 

Reading  Writing Maths 

0.6 1.4 -0.1 

 


